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Using self-reliance factors to decide how to
share control between human powered
wheelchair drivers and ultrasonic sensors
David A Sanders TD VR

Abstract— A shared-control scheme for a powered wheelchair
is presented. The wheelchair can be operated by a wheelchair
driver using a joystick, or directed by a sensor system, or control
can be combined between them. The wheelchair system can
modify direction depending on the local environment. Sharing
the control allows a disabled wheelchair driver to drive safely
and efficiently. The controller automatically establishes the
control gains for the sensor system and the human driver by
calculating a self-reliance factor for the wheelchair driver. The
sensor system can influence the motion of the wheelchair to
compensate for some deficiency in a disabled driver. Practical
tests validate the proposed techniques and designs.
Index Terms—Wheelchair; Disabled; Driver; Self-reliance;
Shared-control.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

LDER or disabled people can lack the strength or ability
needed to self-propel a manual wheelchair but a
considerable amount of cognitive skill is needed to safely
operate a powered wheelchair [1]. Potential users with
cognitive impairments tend to be excluded from powered
wheelchair driving [2]. That lack of mobility can lead to
undesirable mental, social, and physical effects [3, 4].
Robots can perform some tasks without any human
involvement [5] but in many situations, a wheelchair driver
can benefit from intervention by the sorts of sensor system
used by mobile robots [6]. Wheelchair control has been
extensively studied [7-11]. Despite that, powered wheelchair
control is still challenging because the driver is disabled [12],
the environment is largely unknown and complicated, and it is
often difficult to understand what (and how much) assistance
is really needed [13]. Devices to assist users are sometimes
necessary [14].
An assortment of unpredicted situations may occur [15].
They can affect a wheelchair driver and wheelchair operation
[16]. With some collaboration with a sensor system [17], a
wheelchair driver may handle complicated tasks in a more
efficient manner [18].
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If a sensor system is introduced then an interface is required
to share control between a powered wheelchair driver and the
sensor system. Kuniaki et. al. [19] described a collaborative
tele-operation system that allowed users to remotely determine
behaviour and implement changes in real time. Macharet et.
al. [20] described a tele-presence system that allowed a user to
send a target position and conduct tele-operation. In the work
described in this paper, an ultrasonic transmitter sends a burst
every second so that the powered wheelchair can detect the
direction of a target by simple triangulation.
The system allows intimate collaboration between a sensor
system and a wheelchair driver by combining commands from
the human driver and the wheelchair sensor system. In [21], a
two-tiered, combined-control architecture was described that
promoted cooperation between a robotic system and a human
director. In [22], a new combined-control system was
presented that allowed an operator to obtain feedback from
automated processes in order to improve performance and
reduce workload. To improve safety and reduce workload for
vehicle systems [23], [24], autonomous systems can assist a
driver. Satti et. al. [25] proposed combined-control using a
brain-computer interface. In [26] a controller is described for
controlling groups of quadcopters with collision-avoidance
and formation-control.
Cooperative interaction between a human driver and a
powered wheelchair can be categorized as: assisting with
behaviour, haptic feedback and blending commands. In
assisting with behaviour approaches, a user's command is
constrained, although the wheelchair may not generate new
commands [9]. Haptic combined-control allows a human to
provide commands directly to a wheelchair using a hapticdevice [27]. In blending commands, a human user and a
system provide commands simultaneously and they are fused
with specific ratios [28]. The distribution of the authority is
important for human driver / powered wheelchair cooperation. Various interfaces can be used [29-35]
In [36], Carlson et. al. proposed a method to predict a user’s
proposed direction and correct the control signals to
accomplish a desired direction of travel.
Optimized
parameters were acquired from experiments [37], which
worked in specific cases and dynamic-distribution establishes
a function to adjust any distribution in real-time [38]. For
example, in [39] weights were adjusted by evaluating user
commands.
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This paper introduces new methods to assist a powered
wheelchair driver in complex and changing environments. By
combining human driver commands and suggested behaviour
from a sensor system, both a disabled driver and sensor system
cooperate to achieve safe motion. A method is created that
permits a sensor system to know the status of a wheelchair and
then to command the wheelchair.
The direction of the wheelchair is controlled so that it turns
to face a desired direction. The wheelchair then maintains the
direction while avoiding obstacles. At times, it is easier and
more efficient for the sensor system to control the wheelchair.
However, there were not any studies of variable shared-control
of powered wheelchairs in the literature.
The structure of this paper is as follows. The powered
wheelchair and sensor systems are described in Section II,
including the behaviour of the wheelchair as that is important
for shared-control. Controller design is presented in III and the
new shared controller is described in IV. Some experimental
results are included in V and the contribution of the work is
summed up in VI. Some considerations for future work are
included in VII.

for the powered wheelchair. Fig. 1 shows the beam patterns of
two sensors.
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II. THE POWERED WHEELCHAIR AND SENSOR SYSTEMS
A Bobcat II Wheelchair was used in this research [9, 13].
The system consisted of: the mobile powered wheelchair, an
ultrasonic sensor system for obstacle avoidance, the new
shared controller and inputs for the driver and a sensor system.
Ultrasonic range finders on the front of the wheelchair detect
obstacles. An on-board computer processes sensory data and
adjusts the direction and speed of the wheelchair.
A. The powered wheelchair
Steer-and-drive was used for the front two driving wheels of
the four-wheeled powered wheelchair. Each driving wheel has
a motor that drives independently so that the wheelchair is
steered by varying the drive to each motor. The steer-anddrive wheelchair can turn on a center of rotation [40]. If V is
the linear velocity of the wheelchair,  is direction and  is the
angular velocity for the powered wheelchair, then the velocity
at the center of mass for the wheelchair platform base is
Vcenter = (V,  )

Fig. 1. Array created by overlapping beam patterns of two ultrasonic sensors.

Ultrasonic range scans provided information about
obstacles ahead of the wheelchair. The position of obstacles
was recorded as polar coordinates. The odometers recorded
the path of the wheelchair. Point to point matching between
the odometer inputs and the sensor inputs allowed the position
of obstacles to be recorded in a simple database as a
translation and a rotation.
In each ultrasonic range scan, the data were described as
(x,𝑦,𝜃 {r,𝜙}ni=1), where x,𝑦,𝜃 are the current pose, r is the
range and 𝜙 is the bearing of the scan.
Scan data in polar coordinates are:
yt2)2}

(2)

𝜙’pi=atan2{(rscansin 𝜃t+𝜙)+xt2)+yt rscancos(𝜃t+𝜙)+xt)}

(3)

rcurrent =

√{(rscancos 𝜃t+𝜃t)2+xt2)+(r.sin(𝜃t+𝜃t)2

(1)

The steering angle and wheel speeds are produced and sent
to the wheel servo-controllers. As the wheelchair moves,
odometry calculates the rough location of the wheelchair using
shaft encoders and a simple model of obstacles that the
wheelchair has detected can be built in a simple SLAM Unit.
The kinematic model used is described in [41] and the type of
odometer design is that described in [42].
The powered wheelchair had two driving-wheels on the
same axis. Motion and orientation were achieved by driving
the wheels independently.
B. Ultrasonic sensor system
Simultaneous localization and mapping is useful for
wheelchair navigation and a SLAM algorithm was developed

Current range, rcurrent, can be aligned to reference scan range,
rscan to determine wheelchair position (xr, yr), and minimize
error between the current scan data, r current, and reference scan,
rscan. When error is smaller than a threshold value, the
estimation is considered to have converged. To estimate
rotation, the current scan was adjusted to match the reference
scan to determine the wheelchair’s orientation, 𝜃t, which
minimizes error between rcurrent and rscan. Translation and
rotation estimates were calculated by iteration.
Because noise errors may exist in the odometer system, the
method was not adequate for localization over long distances.
An extended Kalman filter algorithm combined the odometry
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and the sensor result so that localization error for the powered
wheelchair was reduced.
In the extended Kalman filter algorithm, the land-mark scan
is defined as: t,new = [xv.. y1..,,yi] where xv is the wheelchair’s
pose, yn = [xn, yn., n] is the nth landmark and n = 1 to i, where
i is the newest landmark. The wheelchair motion speed is
defined as ut = [Vxt, Vyt., t]T and the wheelchair ’s state is
expressed as:

than the sensor range, the wheelchair moves at the desired
speed.

A
B

(4)

t
Where:
A = Vxt t sin t-1 +t t /2 ) + Vyt t cos t-1 +t t /2 ) (5)
and
B = Vxt t cos t-1 +t t /2 ) + Vyt t sin t-1 +t t /2 ) (6)
Wheret is the sampling time, Vxt and Vyt are the measured
linear velocity of the wheelchair in the x and y direction and
t is the measured angular velocity of the wheelchair.
The ultrasonic scan and the odometers were used to build a
simple map in a database. The system vector and information
from measurements were used to update system state and
covariance.
III. CONTROL
A goal-seeking controller allowed the wheelchair to move and
follow commands from a disabled driver and an automatic
obstacle-avoider ensured the wheelchair did not collide with
anything.
A. Controller
The linear velocity of the wheelchair and the angular velocity
were considered. The wheelchair could track a desired
direction at a desired linear velocity when the heading of the
wheelchair was at an arbitrary angle, as shown in Fig. 2. The
control laws for wheelchair linear velocity and angular
velocity are shown here. To track the target position, the
control law for the wheelchair’s linear velocity, Vr was:

Vr = VMax x D / DDesSp when D < D DesSp

(7)

and
Vr = VMax x D / D DesSp when D > D DesSp

(8)

Fig. 2. Controller design.

The wheelchair’s heading changes during traveling. To
track the wheelchair’s heading, the control law for the
wheelchair’s angular velocity,  , is defined as:
r

 = Max x  / DesHd , when  < DesHd
r

(9)

and

 = Max x  / ,
r

when  >  DesHd

(10)

Where Max is the maximum value for the wheelchair’s
angular velocity and DesHd is the desired heading, and the
current heading of the wheelchair is expressed as the
wheelchair’s heading error, ∆θ. If the wheelchair’s heading
error is greater than the buffer angle, the wheelchair turns. If
the wheelchair’s heading error is less than the buffer angle, the
control law adjusts the angular velocity and the track to the
desired heading.
B. Obstacle avoider
Obstacle-avoidance ensured the wheelchair did not collide
with anything during motion. The obstacle-avoider took
advantage of the omnidirectional mobility of the wheelchair.
The speed and direction of the wheelchair could be denoted by
a vector quantity. When a wheelchair moved near to an
obstacle, the potential field method was used so that the
avoider generated a repulsive force and the wheelchair moved
away from the obstacle, as shown in Fig. 3.
The avoidance velocity, Vo can be expressed as:

Vo = a ∑I [(DM - xi)/ DM) (-xi / xi ]

(11)

where x are vectors for obstacle positions ahead of the
where D is the vector from the wheelchair joystick, VMax is the
maximum speed of the wheelchair and D DesSp is the demand
speed. If the vector from the wheelchair joystick is greater

i

wheelchair, DM was a safe distance and a is a constant.
Positions of obstacles, x , were detected by ultrasonic sensors
i

and odometer information about position was recorded in a
simple database.
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Fig. 3. Obstacle avoider.

Fig. 4. Shared control.

There may be more than one obstacle. The sensor system
will often only detect the closest object but if more than one
object is detected then the obstacle-avoider sums multiple
obstacle position vectors to calculate the outputs. To move
towards a goal position and prevent collisions, the obstacle
resultant velocity, 𝑽𝑡, is expressed as:
𝑽𝑡 = 𝑽𝑜 +𝑽𝑟

(12)

where 𝑽𝑟 is the original linear velocity from the goal
seeking behaviour, 𝑽𝑜 is the generated avoidance velocity and
the resultant velocity, 𝑽𝑡, is defined in the X-Y plane. The
command 𝑽𝑡 is calculated to avoid obstacles without changing
the heading of the wheelchair by very much.
IV. SHARED-CONTROLLER
A joystick provided an interface for control of the
wheelchair. Shared-control improved driving by combining
sensor system commands and wheelchair driver autonomy.
The skills of the disabled driver can allow them to control
the wheelchair safely but the input from the sensor system
may be more repeatable and accurate and can compensate for
a lack of human driver awareness and ability or
misunderstanding of local situations. This study combines the
advantages of human driving skills and autonomy, with
system intervention when required.
When the sensor system operated on a wheelchair in a
complex and varying environment, it provided better decisionmaking than for some disabled drivers. The proposed control
architecture for shared-control is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The shared control method is an extension of work in [9]
and [35]. The method allows safe and convenient operation of
a powered wheelchair.
The wheelchair is usually directed to move in a desired
heading using a joystick. The architecture described in this
paper combines the information from the joystick to preserve
driver autonomy and shares it with input from a sensor system.
A user controls the wheelchair’s motion through the joystick
and can usually see the environment and the wheelchair’s
location.

The wheelchair sensor system handled obstacle avoidance
and the obstacle avoider system ensured the wheelchair’s
safety when it moved.
The motion commands to the wheelchair motors were
generated by both the driver and the sensor system. In a
situation where there were fewer obstacles or the obstacle(s)
were far away, the driver did not need to be assisted by the
wheelchair sensor systems. Giving the driver a higher
authority ensured improved performance. However in an
environment with many obstacles or obstacles close to the
wheelchair, the system can reduce or inhibit the joystick
commands from the driver in order to prevent any possible
collision.
The combined-control gains of the driver and the obstacle
avoider are dynamically distributed during movement. As
shown in Fig. 4, the resultant control command, Cshared is:

Cshared = 𝐺ℎJ +𝐺𝑐𝒖𝑐 𝐺ℎ, Csensors ∈ [0,1]

(13)

where J is the motion command from the joystick and
Csensors is the range from the obstacle detector. The output,
Cshared, is a summation of the weighted command from the
driver. That is, it is multiplied by 𝐺ℎ, a human-weighted gain,
and the weighted command from the autonomous controller
output multiplied by 𝐺w, a weighted gain,. These gains were
established by a self-reliance-factor. The system treats the
self-reliance factor of the driver in controlling the wheelchair
so as to determine the driver-weighted gain in (13).
A. Self-reliance Factor for avoidance
The confidence of a driver in controlling a wheelchair was
estimated to establish the ranking of the driver’s commands.
The Self-reliance Factor consisted of three parts. The
avoidance-factor was initially set at a value that represented
the ability of a driver to cope with potential collisions. It was
assumed that drivers had a lower Self-reliance Factor when a
wheelchair moved closer to an obstacle or obstruction. E𝑎void,
the avoidance-factor, was
E𝑎void = x  / DSafe
0

(14)
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where 𝑥𝑜 was the smallest distance between the wheelchair
and any obstacles, obtained from the ultrasonic sensors, and
DSafe was a constant that represented a safe and cautious range.
If the powered wheelchair was further away from an obstacle
than the constant, DSafe, then the driver was assumed to have a
greater confidence in driving their wheelchair. If a wheelchair
was at a distance less than DSafe from an obstacle, the user’s
confidence gradually decreased.
For x greater than DSafe, then Eavoid was saturated as 1.
0

B. Self-reliance Factor for safety
The Self-reliance Factor for safety denoted the ability of a
driver to operate the wheelchair safely. If the wheelchair was
operated at lower speeds, the driver was assumed to be more
confident to ensure safety and stability. A Self-reliance Factor
for safety 𝐸𝑠afety was defined as:

G𝑐 = 1−ConFact

(20)

Self-reliance factor estimations for avoidance and safety
were used with the maximum function to give the higher
estimated value. When both avoidance and safety self-reliance
factors had high values, a driver may drive their wheelchair
smoothly. When the estimates for avoidance had a high value,
the wheelchair was far from obstacles and the driver was free
to control their wheelchair. When the estimates for safety had
a high value, the wheelchair was restricted to a relatively low
velocity so that the user was safe. This method was useful in
avoiding obstacles or approaching an object (for example a
wall to turn on a switch) without tiring and tedious manual
correction.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Esafety = { 1 – (V  / V )} , for q < 1.
q

h

TH

(15)

where 𝑉ℎ was the linear velocity of the user’s command,
from the joystick. A threshold, 𝑉𝑇𝐻, was defined as the
greatest linear velocity that a user was allowed to drive the
wheelchair. In order to ensure that a greater Self-reliance
Factor was assigned at lower speeds, this was estimated using
an exponent, q (where q < 1). q was determined using
observation and experiment. This meant that at slower speeds,
a higher Self-reliance Factor could be estimated.
C. Self-reliance Factor for assistance
Time and tiredness were often important. If a disabled
driver controlled a powered wheelchair continuously, the
wheelchair driver was more likely to become tired so that the
driver may then have a lower Self-reliance Factor. At the
beginning of the day, a driver was more likely to be awake and
alert. The disabled driver’s control of the joystick during the
entire day was considered. The estimated engagement time,
E𝑡, was defined as
E𝑡 = E𝑡−1 + (1 / 𝑇𝑐) , 𝑖𝑓 driver had rested

(16)

E𝑡 = E𝑡−1 – (1 / 𝑇𝑐), 𝑖𝑓 driver was tired

(17)

Several experiments were performed to validate the proposed
shared control method.
A. Simulation
This experimentation and testing validated the design for
wheelchair shared-control. The system was simulated on a
desk top computer. The joystick input was set to point
towards a destination at ¾ speed.
A typical trajectory for the experiment is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5 shows the wheelchair’s location and heading at
several instants. The powered wheelchair is shown in the
figure as:
PWC

At the start, the simulated wheelchair was facing to the
right.

where 𝑇𝑐 was the adaptive time for a disabled driver in
driving the wheelchair. If the user actively controlled the
wheelchair then the estimation gradually decreased to zero. If
the driver relinquished control and rested, then the estimation
increased to one.
D. Final Self-reliance Factor
The final Self-reliance Factor and control gains, Gℎ and G𝑐,
were obtained:
Fig. 5. Simulation experimentation and testing.

ConFact = 𝐸𝑡 ×max (E𝑎void, Esafety)

(18)

Gℎ = ConFact

(19)

The dotted line shows the direction to the destination and
therefor the joystick input. The left hand ultrasonic sensor
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detected the wall above the wheelchair and produced VoS to
guide the wheelchair away from the wall. The other solid line
shows the direction of movement from the Start to Point A.
As the wheelchair moved along the path towards Point A, the
right hand ultrasonic sensor detected the wall below the
wheelchair and generated an avoidance velocity so that the
wheelchair turned left to avoid the wall. Once into free space
Vo, reduced to zero and the wheelchair turned and moved
towards the destination under the guidance of the joystick
input. At Point C the left hand sensor had detected the
doorway and VoC was growing so that the wheelchair steered
slightly right to avoid the edge of the doorway.
Once through the doorway at Point D, the wheelchair was in
free space again and safely turned and moved to the
destination.
The simulated wheelchair passed through the environment
without colliding with anything and approached the
destination safely.
Self-reliance Factor values from the estimators described
in section III were recorded at the positions in the figure and
were:
Start
Point A
Point B
Point C
Point D

0.4
0.6
1.0
0.7
1.0

The estimation of the Self-reliance Factor value for obstacleavoidance was important when obstacles were detected (the
walls), so the driver self-reliance factor decreased when they
were detected. The wheelchair slowed down to prevent
collision. Because the driver’s authority was considered, the
sensor system partly controlled the wheelchair until it was in
open space. The shared-controller allowed the wheelchair to
move away from obstacles while obeying the command from
the joystick to move to the destination.
The motion command for the simulated wheelchair was a
combination of the simulated input from the joystick and the
input from the sensor system, given by (13). These control
gains for both the driver and the sensor system resulted in the
steering and speed control commands sent to the simulated
wheelchair. The simulated wheelchair was guided safely and
did not collide with anything.
B. Testing the shared-controller on a wheelchair
This was to validate the wheelchair shared-control system
and to check that the system was safe to use. Volunteer
drivers and members of the research staff at Portsmouth drove
the wheelchair through doorways, and avoided obstacles to
approach a large cardboard box. The drivers controlled the
wheelchair using a joystick.
Paths and trajectories were recorded by the odometry and
a visual tracker. A typical path is shown in Fig. 6. The
location of the wheelchair and the heading are shown for some
sample instants. The design of the wheelchair allowed it to
turn easily (spinning on it’s own axis if required) and then to
drive in any direction and to keep a defined heading.

Fig. 6. Recorded trajectory of wheelchair experiment.

That allowed drivers to focus on steering direction and
not on avoiding obstacles.
The ultrasonic sensor system assisted the driver in the
control of their desired motion via shared-control and
compensated for moments when there was a lack of control
from the driver. The wheelchair passed through the
environment without colliding with anything and safely
approached the large box at the destination.
The recorded Self-reliance Factor values for the
experiment at the positions in Fig.6. were:
Start
Point A
Point B
Point C
Point D

0.0
0.05
0.64
0.73
0.69

The wheelchair’s motion command was a combination of
the input from the driver’s joystick and the input from the
sensor system, given by (13). The control gains for both the
driver and the sensor system resulted in the speed (and
therefor also the direction) commands sent to the wheelchair
motors.
Driver self-reliance factor decreased when obstacleavoidance was required and the wheelchair was guided safely
and did not collide with anything.
The final distance between the wheelchair and the large
box was only 5 cm.
If the user slowed down during the test then it was safer to
move and hence the driver maintained high authority. The
wheelchair slowed down to prevent collision at the
destination. Because the driver’s authority was considered,
the sensor system remotely controlled the wheelchair until it
was very close to the box at the destination. The sharedcontrol allowed the wheelchair to travel around (or away
from) obstacles while obeying a driver’s command to drive
towards the box at the destination.
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C. Comparison of driving with and without the controller
Driving with and without the controller was compared for a
small group of testers and recognized procedures were
followed for human subject inclusion. The purpose was to
validate that shared-control was useful during wheelchair
driving. The experimental environment setup was the same as
that for the previous shared-control experiment. Each
experiment contained two parts: driving without the system
and then again with the system engaged.
The results from three subjects are shown: one female aged
15 (Driver A), one male aged 17 (Driver B) and one male aged
18 (Driver C). Each subject conducted two trials, one with the
system engaged and one without. The interval between
consecutive trials was more than 12 hours to allow plenty of
time for rest and recovery.
The time taken for each trial is shown in Fig. 7.
Wheelchair Testing - Time taken in seconds
20.4
20.2
20
19.8
19.6
19.4
19.2
19

Driver A

Driver B

Driver C

Fig. 7. Time taken (s) to complete the course form Start to Destination.

The times taken with the sensor system engaged are shown
on the left. Times taken without the sensor system engaged
are shown on the right. Results showed that the route was
generally completed more quickly with the sensor system
engaged. Execution time for shared-control was generally less
than that normal driving.
The number of collisions recorded for each trial is shown in
Fig. 8.
Wheelchair Testing - Collisions
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Driver A

Driver B

Driver C

Fig. 8. Collisions recorded for each driver.

The number of collisions was recorded for each driver. The
number of collisions when the sensor system was engaged are
shown on the left. The number of collisions without the
sensor system engaged are shown on the right. Results
showed that the route was completed with fewer collisions (if

any) when the sensor system was engaged.
Execution time and safety for shared-control was generally
less than that normal driving.
The main reason for these improvements was that the driver
no longer needed to closely monitor wheelchair motion as it
moved close to obstacles. If the operator used more effort to
avoid the obstacles, more time was required to ensure safety.
However, with shared-control, the drivers were safe and they
took less time to negotiate obstacles with assistance from the
sensors.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A new shared-control architecture has been designed and
implemented for a powered wheelchair. The driver is in
control of the wheelchair unless a sensor system needs to
provide some assistance, for example to avoid an obstacle or
to pass through a doorway.
The work does not deal with obstacles above and below the
volume of the ultrasonic sensors.
The amount of input provided by the driver and the amount
provided by the sensor system were determined by estimating
some human self-reliance factors. These were determined
dynamically using sensory information, for example how fast
is the wheelchair going, how close is the wheelchair to an
obstacle and how long has the wheelchair been operating.
Wheelchair drivers controlled the wheelchair more easily if
there was assistance from the wheelchair’s sensor during
execution. Experimental results demonstrated that sharedcontrol was safe and helpful for avoiding obstacles and
approaching a destination efficiently.
There is an optimal mixture of autonomous versus human
control for different wheelchair drivers and in different
circumstances, for example whether the driver is tired or not.
This optimum changes with the skill and experience of the
human operator.
VII. FUTURE WORK
The static sensor array has started to limit the ongoing work
as the position of obstacles is not accurate enough to provide
data for improved algorithms. Adding more sensors was
considered but instead, some scanning collision avoidance
detectors have been developed by Langner at the Chailey
Heritage Foundation. Those scanning ultrasonic devices will
be used in future research work as they are smaller and less
obtrusive, they cover a wider area and position and range can
be accurately detected. The wheelchair sensor systems
described in this paper are being dismantled and the scanning
devices are being tested on a new set of powered wheelchairs
at the University of Portsmouth at the time of writing. Some
early results from that testing can be seen at:
https://www.facebook.com/PortsmouthUniversityMobility
The odometers that helped to build the simple map in the
database proved to be inaccurate over longer distances
(>50m), and they proved to be largely unnecessary. Other AI
systems are being considered and tested at Portsmouth [43-52]
but they are all tending to be more complicated and more
expensive. An aim in any work involving disability assistance
is to keep the work simple and cheap if possible and it is
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expected that the scanning sensors and a simple
microcontroller will be all that are required in the future.
Other research is evaluating the effect of this sensor / control
technology on user acceptance.
Wheelchair users are already beginning to rely on some
sensor systems. The system be can be customized and
adjusted for individual users to meet individual needs (for
example for varying levels of cognitive and / or physical
ability by adjusting the Self-reliance Factor and gains.
The technology is already being tied in to other systems
developed at Portsmouth [3-6, 13-18].
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